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CRIMINALIZATION OF CORPORATE CRIME WITH
CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS
Xingan Li1
Abstract
In China, development of legislation on corporate criminality has been
accompanied by decade-long debate on use of the term, the existence
of the phenomena, and the types of penalty. This article recalled
development process of practise and theory of corporate crime in China
and the debate revolving around whether to criminalize corporate crime
and what term to be adopted to denote the phenomena due to a lack of
linguistic counterparts of Western terms in Chinese language. Until
1997, the term unit crime was formally stipulated in revised criminal law,
with dozens of types of offences punishable according to the principle of
“double punishments”. The process was observed empirically as full of
influence by ideological contradiction and to some extent factional
fighting among researchers. The article concluded that, as a result of the
long debate, regulation on corporate crime with Chinese characteristics
was accepted as the mainstream approach.
Keywords: criminal law; criminology; unit criminality; corporate crime;
crime of legal person; double punishments; Chinese legal system
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.12959/issn.1855-0541.IIASS-2016-no1-art14
1. Introduction
Greediness and irregularity in the business world led into a surge of
offences committed by corporations in the last centuries. The topic of
corporate criminal liability caused great controversy in jurisprudential
field across both common law and civil law systems. China suffered from
a leap of total number of crime and crime rate shortly after the
application of the reform and opening-up policies, which were primarily
stimuli on both legal and illegal economic activities. Due to a lack of
traditional idea on penalizing the acts of an institution or an organization
in Chinese legal system, adding the missing of the concept of legal
persons as subjects that are capable of operating independently in the
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planned economy, corporate criminal liability became completely a fresh
phenomenon both in reality and in theory.
Considering the fact that there were only state-owned and collectivelyowned enterprises in the country before late 1970s, they were thought to
be managed by the representatives of the people, to be operated for the
people, and to benefit the people. They would never do harm to the state
and to the people. Therefore, such things as a corporate crime heard
from capitalist countries could not be defined in communist China. For a
long time, translation of articles on corporate crime from other languages
into Chinese, and publishing them in Chinese journals were some kinds
of the most courageous academic efforts. To initiate such a research as
to introducing the term “faren fanzui” (corporate crime) has not been so
acceptable among conservative mainstream jurists for a long time.
Those who did so took great risks of being criticized as a spokesperson
of capitalist legal science. In a word, even research on it was to some
extent a restricted zone.
Shortly after the end of 1978, when the Chinese Communist Party
decided to break the economic system it had established as a
communist system some two decades ago, the economic system would
undergo rapid collapse. The collapse of the old system, however, did not
mean the collapse of the economy. A brand new system was
established at the same time to facilitate the capitalist elements as soon
as possible. Private companies were mushrooming and public
enterprises came to an end. With the continuous advance of economic
reform and opening-up, state-owned enterprises and units began to
separate and then privatized gradually, while the creation of hundreds of
thousands of private economic entities crowded into the market.
Thereafter, private companies, sino-foreign joint ventures and wholly
foreign owned companies, shareholding companies, limited liability
companies, social organizations and other economic forms of
organization emerged and shortly superseded public economy and
constituted majority of Chinese economic activities. At the same time,
offences committed by entities from both public and private sectors also
grew fast (Zhang 2012, p. 103). Legal theorists closely followed the
trend and involved in the disputation on the issue.
This article is a retrospect of the process of theoretical development,
observed empirically on ideological influence on debates about
corporate criminality and the subsequent legal sources of corporate
liability in Chinese legal system. The emphasis of the article will be to
reveal how regulation on “corporate crime” with Chinese characteristics
was accepted as the mainstream approach. Following this introduction,
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the second section will recall the debates about corporate criminality in
1980s and 1990s in China. The third section will discuss legal sources of
unit liability in Chinese legal system. The last section will conclude the
article.
2. Debates about corporate criminality
In practice and theory of Chinese law, corporate crime was a brand new
topic in 1980s. On one hand, as Zhang (2012) well summarized that,
before the reform and opening-up policies were applied 1978, the
predominating economic system was the planned economy but not
market economy. Hence the legal persons or legal entities were not
permitted to exercise independent operation as those in market
economy as a lawful civil subject which had the legal capacities to form
relations with other civil subjects for its own interests and bear liability by
its own assets. In fact, the predominating state-owned corporations,
enterprise and other types of legal entities could only act as the
subordinate to the State and for the interest of the State. As a result, no
corporate crimes would be identified nor provisions for corporate crime
in the 1979 Code of Criminal Law of P. R. China (Zhang 2012, p. 103).
In addition, due to abrogation of the nationalist legal system in the end
of 1940s, furthermore due to trampling on legal system during the 1950s
and 1970s, one of the most significant characteristics of Chinese legal
system was its backwardness. At the same time, from the end of 1970s,
the legal machine of China started again, revolving around learning
again from both the Soviet Union’s legal system and the Western legal
system. Learning from the Soviet system was regarded as a safe way
from ideological point of view, even though Sine-Soviet relationship had
been soured since 1960s. Learning from the Western system was
gradually acceptable because the rule of Deng Xiaoping advocated a
policy of reform and open to the outside world. Therefore, emerging
Chinese legal theory was influenced by various points of view of both the
Soviet Union and the Western world. Consensus has not been reached
for a long time even after amended criminal law already provided
clauses criminalizing corporate crime.
The situation changed in the 1990s when conservative mainstream
jurists gradually lost their authoritativeness and popularity when failing to
maintain their status as “big brothers” in a changing social background,
an endorsement of which was the collapse of the Soviet system, reform
of which came several years later but since reached the end faster than
the Chinese communists.
Revolving around the question whether company, enterprise, institution,
State organ, or organization are capable to become subjects of crime,
broad academic discussion has been conducted among scholars of
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criminal law. Two types of mutual contradictory opinions were insisted by
different scholars, one type being affirmative while the other, being
negative. Affirmative theory thought that a legal person can become
criminal subject and penal subject, with criminal capacity and criminal
liability, and therefore, criminal law must promulgate criminal liability for
legal persons. Those who reject criminal liability for legal persons had
quite the contrary ideas, thinking that criminal law should not promulgate
criminal liability for legal persons.
The content of the debates about criminalisation of corporate crime can
be classified into two categories. One category is ideological, and the
other, jurisprudential. These debates were unfolded revolving around the
concept of corporate crime, the literal Chinese translation of which is
crime of legal persons. Thus in this section, the debate is reviewed on
the basis of interpreting the nature of legal persons in Chinese language
and legal theory. While the terms of crime of legal persons, unit crime,
and corporate crime can be used interchangeably, under specific
background, they can be used to serve different aims in Chinese legal
theory. Therefore, it is important to know that the debates were based on
the understanding and interpretation of the concept of the term “legal
person”.
2.1. Ideological debate on corporate crime
Those who refused the criminalization of corporate crime apparently
occupied the ideological commanding heights. They derived their
reasoning directly from the socialist system. China is a socialist country
under the rule of Communist Party of China, with economic system in
which public economy constitutes absolutely the large priority. Chinese
system of legal person is generated according to Chinese constitution
and legal system. The system of public ownership facilitated the socialist
enterprises with absolute dominance. Their interests as legal persons
are fundamentally consistent with the interests of the state as a whole.
The socialist nature of legal persons in China was thought to determine
that they play positive roles for the state to exercise functions in
organizing economy and providing cultural and educational services. As
a result, there are not the subjective basis and objective foundation to
constitute crimes. In sum, criminalization of legal persons with the
socialist nature equals to overthrowing the socialist nature of public
economy. Penalizing legal persons equals to punishing the socialist
state itself.
Those who affirm the criminalization of corporate crime claimed that, the
socialist nature of Chinese legal persons was not always consistent with
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the nature of acts of individual legal persons. Such inconsistence
provided the possibility for the nature of legal persons to change. Any
systems themselves are not omnipotent. Legal persons in China still had
their own specific interests in the process of maintaining and pursuing
their own interests, during which they can make decisions that might
threaten the society and engage in illegal and criminal activities. In
summary, if legal persons correctly deal with the relationship with the
state interest, the nature of legal persons and the nature of their
activities are consistent. On the contrary, the nature of legal persons and
the nature of their activities will be inconsistent. In sum, criminalization of
legal persons with the socialist nature does equal to overthrowing the
socialist nature of public economy. Penalizing legal persons does equal
to punishing the socialist state itself.
2.2. Jurisprudential debate on corporate crime
2.2.1. Whether legal persons can commit criminal act beyond legal
limit
Those scholars who negated criminal liability for legal persons claimed
that, different from natural persons, legal persons could only engage in
various civil activities within the sphere of their own capacity for rights.
Their capacity for act could only fall within the civil law, bearing civil
liability and administrative liability. Only when the legal persons exercise
civil rights within the sphere of their own capacity for rights, the
organizations and their organs are unified in one and the same subjects
of civil rights. If the legal persons exercise civil rights beyond the sphere
of their capacity for rights, it can be thought that the members of the
organs of legal persons are independent of the organizations of the legal
persons themselves. Even if the activities were performed in the names
of the legal persons, no matter that these activities were collectively
decided through decision-making institutions of the legal persons, legal
persons themselves would not be held criminally liable. Only those
individual decision-makers and executors should be held liable. By this
token, the foundation for those negated criminal liability for legal persons
was established on the understanding of acts of legal persons as acts
falling within the sphere where rights of the legal persons permit such
acts. Beyond such permission, acts would not belong to those of the
legal persons, but only to those of individuals, even if they were
members of organizations of the legal persons.
Those who affirmed criminalisation and penalization of legal persons
claimed that, acts of legal persons within the sphere permitted by their
capacity for rights denoted the acts that met legal requirements.
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However, this did not exclude the possibility of the legal persons to
abuse their capacity for rights and carry out illegal and criminal activities.
Legal persons, as organic social integrity, were always inseparable
components of the systemic integrity of legal persons. It is not only when
they exercised civil rights within the sphere of their capacity for rights,
they were unified organic integrities. If legal persons carried out illegal
and criminal activities beyond the sphere of their capacity for rights,
these activities were still those of the legal persons. These legal persons
should bear liability for these activities.
2.2.2. Whether legal persons have criminal will and qualification of
criminal subject
Those scholars who negated criminal liability for legal persons claimed
that, units themselves did not have “will”, which were the will of those
natural persons that constituted subject prerequisite that dominated legal
persons to carry out criminal acts. As a kind of social organization, the
will of legal persons was expressed as the decision of the organs of
legal persons. All the activities of legal persons were under the
dominance of organs of legal persons. Only within the capacity for rights
of legal persons, decisions can be regarded as the will and acts of the
legal persons. Due to nonexistence of legal persons’ capacity for
criminal liability, the characteristics of legal persons as social
organizations and the limit of their capacity for rights to the scope of their
will, legal persons themselves could not have mental attitude for crime,
i.e. subjective prerequisite in Chinese theory of criminal constitution.
Therefore, legal persons did not have subjective basis for constituting
crimes (Zhao, 1989). For an act to constitute a crime, it had to be the
conscious act of human being, i.e. only natural persons could be
subjects of crimes. Legal persons carried out their activities only through
their agents. Legal persons themselves could not perform any conscious
activities and therefore, they could not become subjects of crimes (Fan,
1987).
Those who affirmed criminalisation and penalization of legal persons
claimed that, as independent social subjects, the will of units also had
their relevant nature of independence. According to He (2000), legal
persons, as integrities of personified social system, had their own
integrate will and acts, and therefore had their own capacity for
committing crimes and capacity for criminal liability. The so-called crime
of legal persons denoted the acts that severely threatened society due to
intention and negligence of decision-making institutions. The expression
of will of decision-making institutions was that of the legal persons.
Although decisions were made by natural persons belonging to the legal
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persons, and reflected the will and ideas of the natural persons, here
and now these natural persons belonged to the organizations of legal
persons. These natural persons were integrated components of legal
persons and their will reflected the will of legal persons as integrities, but
not the will of individual natural persons (Cui, 1990).
2.2.3. Whether punishment on legal persons breach doctrine of
liability
Those scholars who negated criminal liability for legal persons claimed
that, the doctrine of liability required the acceptance of subjective liability
of acts. Only when actors had capacity for liability and intention or
negligence was reprimanding then possible. Legal person is an abstract
conception, lacking thought and consciousness of natural persons and
the will to identify and control its own acts. Therefore, legal persons
could not have intention and negligence to commit a crime. Legal
persons do not hand hands and feet, so have no way to carry out acts in
natural sense. Their objective acts must be controlled by individual
members inside the organizations of legal persons. According to the
doctrine of liability which was based on unified subjective and objective
factors, legal persons as artificial persons, had neither subjective fault
and nor possibility to carry out objective harmful acts. As a result, legal
persons could be become criminal subjects. In addition, penalization of
units breached the principle of being responsible for one's own crime.
On one hand, imposing punishment on legal persons might result in the
phenomenon that natural persons commit crimes in the name of legal
persons in order to avoid criminal liability. On the other hand, if the
system of single punishment was adopted, substitute punishment
caused the unconformity of criminal subject and punished subject, which
was a breach of basic contents of doctrine of liability in modern criminal
law theory in China. It was also possible to implicate innocent persons.
In the case of double punishments, a legal person is only a subject
bearing independent criminal liability, with its subjective criminal fault
being expressed through the agent of the legal person. If the system of
double punishments was adopted, it emphasized agents of a legal
person as components of the legal person, while at the same time
confused the fault of the legal person with that of the agents. As a result,
even though there is only one criminal subject, one criminal act and one
criminal fault, when punished, it was divided into two subjects, two acts
and two criminal faults. This caused difficulties in applying the theory into
practice.
Those who affirmed criminalisation and penalization of legal persons
claimed that, a legal person, as an integrated personified social system,
had its own integrated will and act, and therefore had its own capacity
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for crime and capacity for criminal liability (He 2000). As an independent
criminal subject, the legal person committed criminal act according to the
decision made by the decision-makers, reflected the independent will of
the legal person, thus it should bear relevant criminal liability. In addition,
crime of the legal person was the crime of a systematic personified
integrity, while criminal liability of the legal person was also the criminal
liability held by the integrity of the system of the legal person. Here,
criminal subject and penalty subject was completely consistent. There
was not such a problem as to punish the innocent. That members of the
legal person would be negatively affected indirectly, was due to the fact
of complicated social relationship. This could not be regarded as
implication of innocent persons. Furthermore, in crime of a legal person,
in fact, there was one crime, but two criminal subjects, and one penalty
subject (under the system of single punishment) or two penalty subjects
(under the system of double punishments). These were decided by the
sophisticacy of the internal structure of the legal person. The reason why
to punish both the legal person itself and the agents or other members of
the legal person was that these individual natural persons play important
roles in and bear serious responsibility for the crime of the legal person
as an integrity. They were liable because they had subjective fault and
objective actin the process of perpetrating the crime of the legal person.
This was thought to be in accordance with of being responsible for one's
own crime, able to more effectively punish and deter crime of legal
persons, and benefit to the realization of purpose of criminal law.
2.2.4. Whether punishment of legal persons meets the purpose of
criminal law
Those scholars who negated criminal liability for legal persons claimed
that, the aim of punishment, regardless of general deterrence, the
doctrine of retributivism or the doctrine of educational punishment,
emphasized spiritual effect, i.e. persons’ sensibility on punishment.
Application of punishment to legal persons could not educate or correct
them, because legal persons did not have sensibility. Therefore,
punishing legal persons could not prevent crime, nor alert other legal
persons. In addition, fine in Chinese criminal law is a type of light
punishment, the independent application of which in crimes with light
nature and circumstances could not deter legal persons. Moreover,
application of simply fine to legal persons could inevitable be regarded
as “redemption of punishment with money”, breaching the principle for
applying criminal punishment.
Those who affirmed criminalisation and penalization of legal persons
claimed that, the will of the legal person as an integrity was based on the
will of natural persons. Therefore, legal person has the sensibility on
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things around. Similarly, legal person’s sensibility on punishment
sufficed to enable each natural person involved in the integrated will of
legal person to sufficiently realize that the crime of legal persons should
be punished, and the punishment would bring about serious unbeneficial
effect for the legal persons. This in turn reached the purpose of
prevention of crime by discouraging them from generating criminal
intent. Concerning the applicability and necessity of fine as applied to
crime of legal persons, the state had full power to impose criminal
economic penalty, the severity of which could be adjusted on the basis
of the detailed circumstances and in accordance with the principle of
suiting punishment to crime. This would be effective in punishing and
controlling crimes of legal persons. Moreover, fine could play dual roles:
conviction in legal sense and punishment in monetary sense.
Apparently, fine was incomparable with redemption of punishment with
money (Zheng 1989).
3. Adoption of the term unit crime
The term corporate crime has been used by most of the emerging
researchers but still refused by the conservative authoritative scholars.
While the theoretical preparation for regulation on corporate crime was
done by the open-minded researchers, the conservative authoritative
scholars naturally appropriated such outcomes and exploited their
participation in drafting new bills. They did not adopt the term corporate
crime, but used unit crime to cover the same thing, so as to avoid
granting credit to those researchers who advocated the legislation on
corporate crime.
Thereafter, in 1997, when Chinese criminal law was revised, the term
“unit crime” was formally used (National People’s Congress. 1997). The
Section 4 of Chapter II specifically implemented “crimes committed by a
unit.” Article 30 presented a formal definition of “unit crime”:
“Any company, enterprise, institution, State organ, or organization that
commits an act that endangers society, which is prescribed by law as a
crime committed by a unit, shall bear criminal responsibility.”
Article 31 continued to provide the criminal punishment for unit crime:
“Where a unit commits a crime, it shall be fined, and the persons who
are directly in charge and the other persons who are directly responsible
for the crime shall be given criminal punishment. Where it is otherwise
provided for in the Specific Provisions of this Law or in other laws, those
provisions shall prevail.”
This provision created “double punishments”, i.e., punishments imposed
both on the Unit who commits a crime and the persons who are directly
in charge.
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Criminalization and penalisation of unit crime marked an imagined
victory of the conservative authoritative communist scholars over the
open-minded researchers by exploiting their established status granted
by the upper layer of the state organ, which perfectly maneuvered the
pace of ideological fighting detailed in every social life of the country.
The general reasoning of such a term was that, in Chinese, the term
“unit” has a broader meaning than any other terms as “corporation” or
“legal person”, and such a broad term was necessary in a socioeconomic context with “Chinese characteristics”. Deng Xiaoping, the late
Chinese leader’s core idea on reform and opening-up was not so
expressed, but in reality was to encourage people to get rich through
whatever methods to make money, regardless legally or illegally, morally
or immorally (Deng, 1962). Of course, no state leader in the world would
explicitly encourage economic crime. But various misunderstanding and
misinterpretation of such a policy led directly indirectly to uncontrollability
of economic crime. Therefore, one of the results of misunderstanding of
such a policy was that state-owned and collectively-owned enterprises
were quickly crumbled down, with properties and productivity channeled
into the pockets of private persons who inherited power and status
through the practice of nepotism. If the revolution launched by the
communist party and the founding of the communist regime in 1949
were designed to deprive capitalists and landlords of their factory, farm,
real estate, and property, which became commonly-owned property of
workers and peasants, the reform and opening-up were designed to
deprive workers and peasants of their commonly-owned property, which
became the property of emerging dignitary, who were primarily
composed of those who incited the revolution, who appropriated the
state power, and who opportunists of all times, who became the latest
“capitalists and landlords.”
In the layer of reality of Chinese economic life, a few state-owned and
collectively owned enterprises still co-exist with private companies,
foreign joint ventures and wholly foreign-owned companies,
shareholding companies, and limited liability companies. But literally, the
term “legal person” in Chinese law refers to organizations with certain
qualifications, such as independent property and limited liability. The
term of unit can cover organizations in both private sector and public
sector, including any companies, enterprises, institutions and
organizations, as well as political, administrative and judicial organs. But
it seemed that the adoption of the term unit crime was a miscalculation
of the conservatives due to the impossible task of unprecedented
criminalization of the branches of the party and the government.
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The introduction of the term “unit crime” in Chapter IV of “General
Provisions” of 1997 Criminal Law of China (National People’s Congress.
1997) meant that the law did not directly borrow from the Western
counterparts, but was said to be law with Chinese characteristics, a label
stuck to everything when there was the need to introduce something
from the capitalism with more or less modification and when the balance
inclined to the conservative power in ideological fighting. Of course, this
way the ruling ideology slightly adjusted itself and avoided turbulence in
the field of legal theory. The process can be understood as including
more elements of evolution than those of revolution. As in politics,
economy, education and other fields, Chinese legal system has enjoyed
a process of continuous development.
4. Evaluation on current legal sources
For a long time after 1949, formal legal system has not really been
developed in communist China, though at the beginning of the
foundation of the new government decorated itself with some kinds of
statutory laws, including different versions of a constitution. In other
times, the Communist Party of China, the sole ruling party, and its local
branches decided even legal issues. Until 1979, there could not be a
clear interpretation of sources of Chinese law.
Shortly after 1979, statutory laws were the major source of Chinese law.
But explanations of judicial organs (the Supreme Court and the Supreme
Procuratorate) became another category of source of law. Today, these
explanations still play an important role in judicial practices in China.
Concerning provisions of unit crime, they are included in clauses of both
the “General Provisions” and “Specific Provisions” of Criminal Law of P.
R. C. revised in 1997, followed by several amendments. Regulations on,
unit liability also exist in judicial interpretations made by the Supreme
Court. While new offences that belong to unit crime can only be created
by statutory law (criminal law and its amendments), judicial
interpretations can lay criteria for identifying unit crime as well as
detailing other issues related to it. The following will introduce these two
sources of regulations on unit crime.
The primary legal sources related to corporate crime, as we have noted,
is unit crime, criminalized by Section 4 of Part 1 “General Provisions” of
the Criminal Law of China, consisted of Articles 30 and 31 (National
People’s Congress. 1997).
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Article 30 lists what a unit may consists, defines what a unit crime is, and
announces that a unit that commits a crime shall be criminally liable.
Article 31 provides the double penalty system for a unit perpetrator. In
this system, a unit itself shall be convicted and fined, and at the same
time, the persons who are directly in charge and the other persons who
are liable for the crime shall be punished as well. Article 31 also provides
that if the specific provisions of the criminal law have provided otherwise,
those provisions shall prevail (National People’s Congress. 1997).
Since 1997 revision of Criminal law of China, eight amendments have
been passed. This made the number of crimes that can be committed by
units stand beyond 120, which are concentrated primarily in Chapter III
“Crimes of Disrupting the Order of the Socialist Market Economy” and
Chapter VI “Crimes of Obstructing the Administration of Public Order”. In
other chapters, there are also some sporadic clauses covering crimes
that can be committed by units (National People’s Congress. 1997).
Although criminal law and its amendments could create dozens of
punishable offences and penalized the unit perpetrators, these clauses
were only roughly applicable and were not strictly operable, as many of
the other offences in the Chinese criminal law, which could be regarded
as an outline and which should always be supplemented by unified
judicial interpretations. Or else, local judicial organs and their
prosecutors and judges may feel incapable of applying the provisions of
the criminal law. To some extent, the Supreme Court and the Supreme
Procurotorate of China take very important legislative roles in
supplementing the clarification of laws and improving the operability of
them. In new fields such as unit crime, this role has been more
significantly played by the Supreme Court. Officially admitting or not,
these judicial interpretations have been effective source of law in China.
Up to now, the Supreme Court has implemented two interpretation
documents dealing with unit crime. One is the “Supreme Court
interpretation on the specific issues related to the application of criminal
law in hearing criminal cases involving crimes committed by units”
(Supreme Court, 1999), and the other is the “Supreme Court reply on
the question of whether or not, in hearing the cases of crimes committed
by a unit, should distinguish principal criminal or the accomplice between
the persons who are directly in charge and the other persons who are
directly liable for the crime” (Supreme Court. 2000). Another document,
the “Explanatory document from the research institution of Supreme
Court on the issues related to the application of law in hearing the
criminal cases involving the crimes committed by the foreign companies,
enterprises and institutions within the territory of China”, apparently
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deals with offences committed by foreign units (Research Office of the
Supreme Court, 2003).
The two interpretation documents provide detailed criteria for conviction
and punishment of some of the unit offences. In Supreme Court
Interpretation No. 17/1999, the “companies, enterprises and institutions”
provided in Article 30 of the China 1997 Criminal Law were interpreted
as including not only state-owned, collectively owned companies,
enterprises, public institutions, but also legally established joint ventures,
cooperative enterprises as well as those private or wholly-foreign-owned
companies, enterprises and institutions which are qualified as legal
persons. The offence committed by those companies, enterprises and
institutions which were established by individuals to commit the crime, or
the companies, enterprises, institutions which commit crimes as the
main activities since their establishment, shall not be criminalized as the
crimes committed by unit. If the individuals commit a crime falsely in the
name of the unit and distribute the proceeds from this crime under the
table, shall be criminalized as the crime committed by natural persons
and punished in accordance with the Criminal Law (Supreme Court,
1999).
In the Interpretation No. 31/2000, the Supreme Court clarified the
distinction between unit crime and joint crime: in hearing the cases of the
crimes committed by a unit, the persons who were directly in charge and
the other persons who were directly liable for the crime should be
punished separately, in accordance with their roles in committing the
crimes, and no distinction is necessary between the principal and the
accomplice (Supreme Court, 2000).
In 2003, the Research Office of the Supreme Court issued a “Reply on
the issues related to the application of law in hearing the criminal cases
involving the crimes committed by the foreign companies, enterprises
and institutions within the territory of China,” in which the Supreme Court
holds that, if the foreign companies, enterprises and institutions, which
are qualified as legal persons of China, commit acts endangering society
within the territory of China, shall be held criminally liable according to
the provisions of unit crime in Criminal law of China (Research Office of
the Supreme Court. 2003). If the offences are committed by the foreign
companies, enterprises and institutions which were established by
individuals for the purpose of committing illegal and criminal acts within
the territory of China, or, since the establishment, the main activities of
the foreign companies, enterprises and institutions were to commit illegal
and criminal acts within the territory of China, shall not be convicted as
the crimes committed by unit (Research Office of the Supreme Court.
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2003). It must be made clear that, in the latter case, the offences are not
de-criminalized. Instead, the offences shall be convicted and punished
according to provisions of individual or joint crime.
5. Conclusions
In China, development of legislation on corporate criminality has been
accompanied by debate on which term to use, whether to accept the fact
of existence of the phenomena, and what types of penalties to impose
on convicted units. Until 1997, the term unit crime was formally
stipulated in revised criminal law, with dozens of types of offences
punishable according to “double punishments”.
The process was observed empirically as full of influence by trivial
ideological contradictions and to some extent factional fighting among
researchers. However, nearly all of them claimed to be Marxist jurists,
who interpreted Marxism as in favour of their own claims, by which way,
“Marxist theory of law” was developed. As a result, regulation on
“corporate crime” with Chinese characteristics was accepted as
mainstream approach. Until today, debates still exist on whether there
should be corporate crime and how corporate crime shall be punished,
although to some extent the 1997 revision of criminal law partly
concluded the question. “Chinese characteristics” is a term meaning that
laws and regulations in China cannot be the same as in the Western
world. On the contrary, the Party’s political course must be strictly
followed, its leadership must be resolutely maintained, and its benefit
must be greatly protected. Only in this way, any reform can be accepted
by the Party and then implemented in the country.
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